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THE NUMBER e
J. L. COOLIDGE, HarvardUniversity

1. The Greek beginning.The distinguishedAmericanmathematician,Benjamin Peirce, was wont to findall of analysis in the equation

i-$ = z/er.
In fact, he had his picturetaken in frontof a blackboard on which this mystic
formula,in somewhatdifferent
shape, was inscribed.He would say to his hearers,
"Gentlemen,we have not the slightestidea of what this equation means, but we
may be sure that it means somethingvery important."
With regard to the symbols which appear in this charm, there is a vast
literatureconnectedwith r; and i, whenwritten V/-1, leads into the broad field
of analysis in the complex domain; but it seems surprisinglydifficultto finda
connected account of e.
I think we may make a fair beginningwith the twelfthpropositionof the
Second Book of Apollonius, Conics, which tells us that if froma point on a
hyperbolalines be drawn in given directionsto meet the asymptotes,the product of the two distances is independentof the positionof the point chosen on the
curve. This theoremis moregeneral than we shall need to arrive at the number
e, and it is not originalwithApollonius. Let us confineourselvesto the veryspecial case where the hyperbola is rectangular,ahd we draw to each asymptote
a line parallel to the other.When x and y are distances,we may write
(1)

xy = 1.

It is intriguingto inquire who firstdiscovered the theoremwhich leads to
this equation. In the commentaryof Eutocius on the Sphere and Cylinderof
Archimedes [1], we come to a discussion of the classical problem of inserting
two mean proportionalsbetween two given lengths. In one solution, which he
labels "ut Menaechmus," we have what amounts to the equations

(2)

a/x = x/y= y/b;
y = bx;
xy= ab.

He goes on to seek the intersectionof a parabola and a hyperbola.
Eutocius' statementwould place the theoremveryearly in the historyof the
conics, for Menaechmus is usually regarded as the discovereror inventorof
these curves,althoughthisascriptionis by no means certain.Allman writes [2],
"It is much to be regrettedthat the two solutionsof Menaechmus have not been
transmittedto us in their original form.That they have been altered either
by Eutocius or by some author whom he followedappears not only in the employmentin these solutions of the terms parabola and hyperbola,as has frequently been pointed out, but more from the fact that the language used in
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them is, in character,altogetherthat of Apollonius." A similar doubt is shown
in Loria [3]. On the other hand, Heath is perfectlydefiniteon this point; he
states, "This propertyin the particular case of the rectangularhyperbola was
known to Menaechmus" [4].
But there is another reason for doubting the ascription to Menaechmus,
aside fromthe linguisticobjection. The classical Greek discussion of the conics
always correspondsto our analysis when the axes are a tangentand the diameter
throughthe point of contact, and with these data proofsare not simple. Heath,
followingZeuthen, shows the fact that the hyperbola can be writtenimmediately in the form(1) ifwe startwitha techniquelike ours, that is, when the axes
are a pair of conjugate diameters [5]. That is perfectlytrue, but the Greeks
made surprisinglylittle study of the conics when expressed in this formmore
familiar to us; Apollonius comes to it quite late. It seems to me altogether
doubtfulthat the firstdiscovererof the curves should have been able to make
the transition.
2. Gregoirede St. Vincent. If we grantthat the Greek mathematicians,perhaps Menaechmus, were familiarwith the fundamental propertyof the recangular hyperbola expressedin (1), what has this to do with e? We must look
ahead some two thousand years to that originalwriterwhose name appears at
the head of this paragraph. In 1647, he published his fundamentalPrologomena
a Santo Vincento,Opus geometricum
quadraturaecirculiet sectionumconi. This I
have not seen in its original form,but the content is given at great length by
Bopp in [6]. Here is the generalscheme. We take the hyperbola
xy = 1.

(1)

On the x axis we take n equivalent rectangleswhose bases are

POPl,PlP2, -t

Pn- lPn

while each has an upper vertexon the curve Qi. Then,
POP1*PoQo

=

= P2P3-P2Q2 =

PlP2.PlQl

*--

and
POQo-= -P1P2 ;=
PlQl
POP1

(2)a-

PlQl

P2P3

P2Q2

P1P2

but
OPo PoQo = 0P1.PlQl

= OP2.P2Q2 ..

so that
OPO

OP1

PlQl
-=

'

PoQo

OP1.

PoP1
-

P1P2

3

-

OP2

t

by composition.
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If
(3)

OP1 = pOPo

then

OP, = piOPo.

St. Vincent even treats the case where OPo and OP are incommensurable,
but we need not followhim here.
The importanceof this equation was early recognized,because of its connection with logarithmswhich were based on the relation of arithmeticaland
geometricalseries. There is a good deal to be said in favor of the thesis that
the credit for relating the rectangular hyperbola with logarithms is due to
Sarasa. I have not seen his work,but like Cantor, I rely on Ka[stner.In 1649,
Sarasa published Solutio Problematisa R. P. Marino Mersennopropositi.This
was concerned with the problem: Given three positive quantities and the
logarithmsof two of them,findthe logarithmof the third. Kaistnerwrites [7],
"Zu ihrerBeanwortungbrang Sarasa drey Saetze aus des GregoriusBuche von
der Hyperbel bey, die betreffenFlaechen der Hyperbel an der Aysmptoten,
Sarasa erinnertwie das mit Logarithmen zusammenhangt." Cantor's view is
similar [8]; he states, "Mit andern Worten,Gregoriushatte das Auftretenvon
Logarithmenbei der erhiahntenFlachenraumen erkannt,wen auch nicht mit
Namen genannt. Letzteres that Sarasa, und darin liegt das wirklicheVerdienst
seiner Stratschrift."
A contraryview is expressed by Charles Hutton [9] in the words, "As to
the firstremarkson the analogy between logarithmsand hyperbolicspaces, it
having been shown by GregorySt. Vincent . . . that ifan asymptotebe divided
into parts in geometricalprogression,and fromthe points of division ordinates
be drawn parallel to the otherasymptote,theywill divide the space betweenthe
asymptote and the curve into equal portions, from hence it was shown by
Mersenne,that by takingcontinualsums of these parts therewould be obtained
areas in arithmeticalprogressionwhich thereforewere analogous to a systemof
logarithms."
This may be true,but I must point out that whereas St. Vincent published
the work referredto above in 1647, Mersenne died in the middle of 1648, and
the dates of all of his mathematical writingswhich I have seen were much
earlier.However,St. Vincent'sworkwas certainlywell observed.We findWallis
writingin 1658 to Lord Brouncker [10], "Sumptis (in Asymptoto) rectis NH,
NI, NK, NQ, NL, NM geometriceproportionalibus,in punctis H, I, K, Q, L,
M, ducantur rectae parallelae alteri Asymptoto, spatium Hyperbolicum
A B H M in quinque partes dividi ostendit Gregor de Sancto Vincento (si
memini) decimo."
3. The introductionof logarithms.The actual word logarithmoccurs again
in an account of Gregory's Vera circuliet hyperbolaequadratura,whichwas published in Padua in 1667 and laid beforethe Royal Society [11]. Here we read,
"And lastly by the same methodhe calculates both the logarithmof any natural
number,and, vice versa, the natural numberof any given logarithm."Perhaps
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the wisest word on the subject has been pronouncedby the kindly old writer
Montucla [12], "Au reste la decouverte de cette proprieteest revindiquee par
divers autres geometres." Among these I surely must mention Christian
Huygens, who acknowledgesthe work of St. Vincent,even though he does not
claim for himself the discovery of the relation between the hyperbola and
logarithms.This is admirablyset forthin [13], firstin a French account, then
Huygens' own Latin. He findsthe areas bounded by the x axis, which is an
asymptote,the curve and ordinates. Two such areas terminatingby the same
ordinateof 1 are
Area FGDE
---

Area ABDE

loge
=-

EG

loge 10

=

loglo

EG.

Huygens divides numeratorand denominatorby 32, which amounts to finding
the 32nd root of each area, but this has the effectof so farclosing up the figure
that we may safely replace the hyperbola by a parabola whose outside area is
known.He checks by findinga verygood value forlogio2.
In the same year, 1661, Huygens findsanothercurve whichhe calls logarithmic but we should probably call it exponential. This curve has the property
that the ordinatecorrespondingto the point mid-waybetweentwo given points
of the x-axis is the mean proportionalbetween their ordinates. The equation
of the curve is y = kaz. Huygens takes
(4)

(4)

y
~~~~~~~~~~log
2~~/~O;x =
y = 2xlxo;
2
log YXO.

The constant subtangentis
ydx

xO

dy

loge2

Huygens takes
xo = 10nlogio2.
This gives forthe constant subtangent
logioe = .43429448190325180,
"qualium logarithmusbinarij est"
.30102995663981195.
These numbers had long been known as they had appeared, for instance,
in Briggs'Arithmetica
logarithmicaof 1624, pages 10 and 14. As a matterof fact,
a second edition of Wright's translation of Napier's
in
1618
there appeared
Canonis Descriptiowhichcontained an appendix, probMirificiLogarithmorum
ably writtenby Oughtred,giving the natural logarithmsof various numbers
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from100,000 to 900,000. This is probablythe earliesttable ofnatural logarithms,
although a very similar table by JohnSpidell appeared in 1619 [14].
The astonishingthing about all of those writerswho connected logarithms
with hyperbolicareas is theirlack of interestin what we should call the base.
Napier began by consideringthe-relationbetween an arithmeticaland a geometricseries. A geometricseries consists in successive powers of one number.
What is that number? Or given a set of logarithms,what number has the
logarithm1? I mentionedthat Briggs gave the logarithmof e, to the base 10
but I findno mentionof e itself.Of course, we mightwrite
10 loglo

Jon +

(X

=

10 loge'1

+

Ax

) logio e

= Axlogo e +

**

but e itselfdoes not appear. The fact is that therewas no comprehensionthat a
logarithmwas essentiallyan exponent.Tropfkeis very explicitin this point; he
writes,"Freilich diurfenwir nicht an die moderne Erkliirungder Logarithmen
denken, die in ihnen Potenzexponenteneiner bestimmtenGrundzahl erkennt.
Diese Auffassungmachte sich erst um die Mitte des achtenten Jahrhunderts
geltend" [15]. This is perhaps too stronga statement,forin a note on the same
page he quotes James Gregory(whom he calls David Gregory)as saying in his
ExercitationesGeometricaeof 1684, p. 14, "Exponentes sunt ut logarithmi." I
have not been able to verifythis,but we findin [16], "Si serieiTermonorumin
Progressionegeometricaab 1 continue proportionalium,puta
1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, etc.
accomedetur series Indicum, sive Exponentium,in progressioneab o continue
procedentium,puta
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, etc.
Hos exponentesappelabant Logarithmos." We could not well ask foranything
clearer or more explicit.
If most writersdid not look on logarithmsas exponents,how did they consider them? I thinkwe findthe clue in St. Vincent's identificationof logarithms
with hyperbolicareas, rememberingthat these were the days of Cavalieiri and
Roberval, whenan area was looked upon as the same thingas an infinitenumber
of line segments,a very helpfulif dangerous definition.We find Halley writing
[17], "They may more properlybe said to be numeri rationum exponentes,
whereinwe considerratio as a quantity sui generis,beginningfromthe ratio of
equality, or 1 to 1=0, - - *and the rationes we suppose to be measured by the
numberof ratiunculae in each. Now these ratiunculaeare in a continued scale
of proportionals,infinitein number,between the two termsof the ratio, which
infinitenumberof mean proportionalsis to that infinitenumberof the like and
equal ratiunculae between any other two termsas the logarithmof one ratio is
to the logarithmof the other.Thus if we suppose thereto be between 1 and 10
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an infinitescale of mean proportionalswhose number is 100000 ad infinitum,
between 1 and 2 thereshall be 30102 of said propor-tionals
and between 1 and 3,
47712 of themwhichnumbersthereforeare the logarithmsof the ratio of 1 to 10
1 to 2, and 1 to 3, and so properlycalled the logarithmsof 10, 2, and 3."
It is hard to see how therecould be a much worse explanationof logarithms
for those who "make constant use of logarithmswithout having an adequate
i otion of them." The one certain thingseems to be that a logarithmis an infinite number. I suppose we mighttranslate this into the form

b
a

a+ri
a

a+r2 a+rr

b

a+rn

a+ria+r2

a + r.

a+r,j

If
a+rj
-=

a +rp-,

b

r,

a

.

=r

Then n would be the logarithm.
4. Mercator, Newton, Leibniz. It is fair to say that such a definitionof a
logarithmwas not original with Halley. We find Mercator writingin 1668,
[18] "Est enim Logarithmus nihil aliud, quam numerus ratiuncularumcontentarum in ratione quam absolutus quisque ad unitatem obtinet." I may
mention also that this seems the firstplace where the words "logarithmus
naturalis" are used. But the real significanceof the article comes fromthe fact
that instead of studyinglog x he takes up log (1 +x), which enables him to
start from0. The article is not clearly written,so I follow the much clearer
expositionin Wallis [19], which was published in the same year.
We study the area under the curve (1) fromx = 1 to x = 1 +X. We divide the
length on the x-axis into n equal parts, each of lengthAx. The abscissas are
1, 1+Ax, 1+2Ax, * *, 1+X and the correspondingordinates are
1
1 +Ax

1

1

1+2Ax

1+(n-1)vAx

The infinitesimal,
rectangularareas are
Ax,Ax[1-

+

Ax+Ax2-Ae

...

],

Ax[1 - (2Ax) + (2Ax)2 - (2Ax)3+ *

.

], *..

Such infiniteexpansions were common in Wallis' work. The sum of these
rectangularareas may be written
Ax[1 + 1+ 1 ... ]-Ax[Ax+

2Ax+ 3Ax+
+ AX[(AX)2

Now nAx=X, so we have

+

]
(2Ax)I + (3Ax)2 +

...

]

-
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+ 22 + 32...]

] + AX3[12

With regard to these sums,Wallace says [19], page 222, "quod ostendit ille
prop XVI etque a me alibi demonstratum."A referencehe makes to Mercator
is not conclusive as the statementis sketchy; as to his own work I will follow
[20], as I shall need that again. Here he is seeking the area under the curve
y = xm fromx =0 to x = X. His methodis not perfectlyclear, as he seems merely
to generalize by analogy fromcases worked out earlier, but what he does is
essentiallythe following:
We take N equal lengthsfrom0 to NAx =X. We have a set of rectangles
whose combined areas are
Ax[Om+ (Ax)m + (2Ax)m + (3Ax)m +

].

Let us assume that Om+lm+ * * * +(N-l)m=aNm+l+I3Nm+,yNm'l+
Replacing N by N+1, and subtracting,we obtain
Nm= (m + 1)aNm+ bNm-l+ cNm-2* ,
so
ae =

+1 I

Substituting,and rememberingthat NAx=X, thereresults
Area =

Xm+l

+ I,AXXm+ syAX2Xm-1.

The limit of this as N-* oo is Xm+l/m+1, since Ax->O. We thus can substitute
this result in (6), when m = 1, 2, 3, * , to obtain Mercator's famous formula:

(7)

log (I + X) = X-

X2

2 +

X3

- -

X4

- +

A good deal has been writtenabout this series,as we see fromMazeres and
elsewhere.The obvious way to obtain the equation is to apply the calculus, so
we now turn to see how this instrumentwas broughtto bear. In 1669, a year
after Mercator had published his work on logarithms [18], Newton sent to
Collinshisarticle,De Analysiperaequationes
numero
terminorum
Infinitas[21].
This represents his firststudies of areas under curves, which he had been
workingat for a year or two, but had not published. In fact, publication did
not occur fora goodly numberof years to come; thereis, however,no question
of giving his results precedence over those of Mercator. It begins as shown
below:
Curvarum simpliciumQuadratura
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Si axmln= y, erit

an
n+ n

e

X(m+n)In

[November,
=

AreaABD.

I must speak furtherof this. In [22] we read on p. 176, "Dr. Wallis published
in his Arithmeticainfinitorum
in the year 1655 and in the 59th Propositionof
that Book, if the Abscissa of any curvilinearfigurebe called x and m and n be
two Numbers,the ordinateserectedat rightAnglesbe XnIm the area of the Figure
shall be (n/m+fl)Xm+n/n.
And this is assumed by Mr. Newton, upon which he
foundshis Quadratureof Curves. Dr. Wallis demonstratedthisby steps in many
particular Propositionsand then connected all the Propositionsinto one by a
Table of Cases. Mr. Newton reduced all Cases to One, with an indefiniteIndex,
and at the end of his Compendium demonstratedit at once by his method of
moments,he being the firstwho introducedindefiniteIndices of Dignites into
the Operations of Analysis." This is Newton's own statementof the case and
must be taken as final. It is true that Wallis worked out a number of special
cases in a mannernot exactly like the method followedhere,and did not use a
literalexponent.The greatergeneralityof Newton's formulais foundby replacing x by Xlln. Newton's proof by "the method of moments" we should call
differentiation,
and consisted in showing that if
z

=

m+n

x(,n+n)/n;

then -=
dx

Xm/n.

It is fairto say also that althoughhe gives Mercator's formula,he gives it as
the area under the hyperbola,with no mentionof Mercator or of logarithms.
It is time to turn fora momentto the other inventorof the calculus, GottfriedLeibniz. We findhim writingin 1677 or 1678 [23],
"In Hyperbolsit AB = 1, BM = x, ML = --

1

I + x

CBMLC =-x

1
1

1

1

2

3

-2 X2 +

-X3

1

-

4

4. . .

This is proved by the straightexpansion of 1/1+x, afterwhichthereis integration term by term. We find somethingmore interestinga dozen years later,
when he writesto Huygens, who is said never to have understoodLeibniz calculus of differences[24], "Soit donc x l'abscisse et y l'ordonn6ede la courbe, et
l'equation comme je vous ay dit
xy
X1_ b2xy.
h

Je designeraile logarithmede x par log x et nous aurons
3 log x + log y - log h = 2xy.
supposant que le log de l'unite soit 0 et le log b =1. Donc par la quadrature de
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l'hyperbole nous aurons

rdy
--log
y

rdx

3

- +
x

dx

dy

x

y

3 - +-=

h

2xy

2xdy+ 2ydx,

dx sera a dy, on bien DB sera a y comme 2x2y-x est a 3y-2xy c'est a dire DB
sera
2X2y -xa2

3a2

2xy

-

comme vous le demandees, a estant l'unite."
5. Leonhard Euler. It is now time to turn to the man who pulled all this
togetherand who put the number e definitelyon the map, Leonhard Euler.
This he did in [25], beginningin "Caput VII" with the base a. His argument
is outlined below:
Since a?=1, we may put aw=I+kw; w=log (l+kw). Assume w to be very
small, and write
aiw= (I+kw)

= 1+

1

kw+

1.2

1) kw

1)(i 2)
1*2.3

+

k3w3+

Since w is infinitesimally
small, and i is infinitelylarge, we writeiw z

az = (1 _

kz

)

~

(-)

kz
+ + k

i-1)

2

i-12

k2z2

-

1.2

-

2)

i*1*2.3

Since i is very large, we may assume (i-n)/i=
az = 1 + kz +

(i

+

--

k3z3

1*2.3

k3k3+

1, then
+

If z=1,
k3

k2
122

123

If we take a = 10, the base in the logarithmsystemof Briggs,Euler gives
k = 2.30238, approximately.
For a natural logarithmwe take k =1; a = e; and

(8)

1-

1

1-+

1

+2

1

*1*23
-
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Euler gives this value to 18 places, without naming the source, namely,
I
e = lim 1 +.)

(9)

With regardto the use of the lettere, Euler had long employedit, forwe find
him writing [26], page 80, "scribiturpro numero cujus logarithmusest unitas
e, qui est 2.7182817.... " Note that this is Leibniz' b.
I pass to Ch. VII of the Introductio.Euler assumes forsmall values of z,
sin z = z;

cos z = 1.

He then,followingDeMoivre, writes,

V/-

(cos z +

cos nz =

sinZ)n + (cos z

sinz)n

-

A1

-

V\/- 1sin z)n

2

sinnz =-

(cos z + V\/ sin

Z)n -

(cos z

- - -2\/- 1

Putting nz = v, and rememberingthat z is small,
CosV=1--+

v2

V4

1.2

1*2*3*4

Vs

sinv = v-

-

VI

-*
1*2*3*4*5

1*2 3

Comparing these with the value given previouslyfor az, one obtains
(10)

cos v =

e

et5'-

+

e-

-2

~

-;

sin v = -

t5 - e-X
;

2V- 1

and
(11)

v\/-1

= log [cos V + \/-1 sin v].

This last formula was not, strictlyspeaking, original. Roger Cotes in [27]
sought the area of an ellipsoid of revolution.When the rotation is about the
minoraxis thereis no trouble,but when the motionis about the major axis we
findhim writing"Posset hujus etiam superficieiper Logometriamdesignari,sed
modo inexplicabili... arcus erit rationis inter
EX + XC>/-1

aCE mensuraducta in \/-i."

I will leave Euler fora momentto speak of the numericalvalue of e. William
Shanks, who, until quite recently,held the world's record of 707 places forwX,
had a tryat e [28]. Glaisher found an errorin this, but Shanks corrected it,
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and calculated a value which he was sure was rightto 205 places. Glaisher verified 137 of them. Boorman [29] calculated e to 346 places. He acknowledged
that he and Shanks agreed only up to 187 places. "One is wrong,which one?"
Boorman gives the impressionof being a rather amateurish mathematician.
Adams [30] calculated logio e to 272 places, probably all correct.Many years
ago I knew a youthfulteacher of mathematicswho had the vaulting ambition
to calculate e by long-hand methods to 1,000 places. I lost sight of him over
fiftyyears ago, probably he died early of heart failure.
I return to Euler. In Caput XVIII of De Fractionibuscontinuis [25], he
describesmethodsof expansion into a continuedfraction.When it is a question
of turninga rational fractioninto a continued one, the process is essentially
that of findinga highest common factor,and can be done in only one way.
Euler writes
2.718281828459 ...,

e
e-I
2

-

0.8591409142295.

He writes this in the form,
e2

1 +1
6+ 1
10 + 1
14 + 1
18 + 1
etc.

and remarks [25], page 388, "Cuius fractioex Calculo infinitesimali
dari potest."
Euler assumes that the quotients will increase by 4 each time, so that the
fractiongoes on indefinitely.Hence e is not a rational fraction.
As forfindingthis "ex Calculo infinitesimali"he returnsto this very much
later in life, "Summatio fractionis continuae cujus indices progressionem
arithmeticamconstituunt" in Vol. 23 of his Opera mentioned in [25]. The
method consistsin establishingcontact with a Riccati differential
equation. For
a fullerdiscussionsee [31]. Euler did not complete all the details with modern
rigor,but what I have just shown is the firstattempt to demonstratethe irrationalityof e.
We must wait a whole centuryforanythingreally new and startlingin this
line. This came in 1874 with Hermite's proofthat e is not an algebraic number
[32], that is, not the root of any equation with integralcoefficients.A much
simplerdemonstrationis given by Klein in [33].
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